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’Smart Date’
service aids in
student safety
II New web site
attempts to prevent
the tragedy of students who never
return from outings
By Lois Jenkins
Staff Writer
SJSU women whose parents
still worry about where they’re
going and when they’ll be back
from a date now have a way to
leave a message without calling
home.
"Smart Date" is a confidential, online registration service
for all college coeds or other
women on their own who are
dating. Activated Sept. 8, the
web site allows women to list
their plans for the evening or
the weekend on the Internet.
A woman can list her name,
social security number, her
date’s name, their destination
and times they plan to leave
and return. The cost is $12 per
year.
Access to the information
stored with "Smart Date" is
released only upon the request
of a woman’s legal council or
police personnel with a missing
persons report or case number.
The idea for "Smart Date"
came from Jerry Noble, a
retired pilot who lives in San
Luis Obispo. Noble set up the

Web site in response to the disappearance of a college coed
from his community. Kristin.
Smart, a 19-year-old student at
California State Polytechnic
University, disappeared after a
date on May 25, 1996. There
has been no trace of her since.
"I was driving along the
highway and saw her picture up
there on the billboard," Noble
said. "I got to thinking about
how the police might have been
able to find her if someone had
known where she was going and
with whom."
As a private pilot, Noble said,
he’d always filed a flight plan
that stated where he was going
and when he would be back.
That’s how he got the idea for a
pre-date plan.
"It’s really just a different
way of letting your parents
know where you are," he said.
Frank DuFault, a former law
enforcement officer in San Luis
Obispo, was Noble’s partner in
developing the web site.
"When Jerry brought up the
idea I got real excited," DuFault
said.
He said the service acts like a
tracking device in case a
woman fails to return home
from a date.
"It also sends a message to
the man she’s dating that someone knows where she is and
he’d better be responsible and
respectful toward her," DuFault

ton by Scott Lechner/Spartun Daily
Above: Working together, Matt McLaren and Joanna Dilley perform smooth tactical maneuvers to stay in front of the competition.
Below: Robert McLab (left) and Kevin Silveira (right) sail upwind during the San Jose State Sailing Team’s first practice of the season Friday afternoon. The team is preparing for its first regatta in Berkeley against Cal, Stanford and many other California universities.
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See Smart date, page 4

and competed against other
colleges in annual sailing
races, known as regattas.
Last year, the club was able
to qualifiy for the regional
championships in Hawaii, one
that pitted the group against
schools, such as Stanford, that
have larger and more competiLime
M.
l’hristine
By
tive teams.
Staff Wnter
"It really is a shame," Roper
said. "People on campus don’t
know about us. We get no
"Get ready to tack!"
Your hand grips the half- money from the university, so
inch -thick rope tightly. You we spend a lot of time
duck your head to avoid being fundraising. We sell beer at
hit by the swinging metal bar. football games, for example."
The club has also relied on
known as the "boom." The boat
begins to tip to the side. You financial assistance from the
pray that it won’t capsize, community and alumni. Alan
something that happens occa- Simpkins, who recently passed
sionally, your captain informs. away and was well known in
"So what do you think of university circles for his philsailing?" Captain Josh Roper anthropy toward sports teams,
donated a new sailing vessel
asks. "Isn’t it great?"
For the past 50 years, San to the club.
"I don’t think we could have
Jose State University’s Sailing
Club has taken to the waters
See Sailing, page 5

Enthusiasm and
fundraising keeps
SJSU sailing club
competitive against
Pac-10 universities

Political science
welcomes, informs
By Scott Shiley
Staff Writer
Political science students,
past and present, will come
together on Thursday to talk
about job and intern oppotunites available in their field.
The get together, sponsored
by San Jose State University’s
political science honors society
Pi Sigma Alpha, will be held in
the Umunhum Room at the
Student Union from noon to 4
p.m.
"It’s a political science orientation and career day," political
science professor Sheryl Cross
said. "As a department we want
to best serve the interests of the

Young salts keep
50-year sailing
tradition afloat

students and make sure
resources are available to
them."
Terry Christensen, chair of
SJSU’s political science department, sees the orientation as a
chance to introduce the students to the faculty and the
department.
"This will be a chance to
meet the faculty and hear what
they do. This department is
very big and students don’t get
a chance to meet most of the
professors unless they take one
of their classes," Christensen
said. "We’re also very proud of
our faulty and want to show
them off"
Cross said the orientations
See Political, page 4
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Students ’ASPIRE’ to academic success
By Lisa Marie Arellano
Staff Writer

Shay 011efily1Spartan Daily
David Silvoira,19, is a tutor with ASPIRE Silveira, who is pursuing
a degree in mathematics, has been with the program for two years

Two years ago, math major
Antonietta Childers didn’t
think she could stay in school to
get her degree.
Childers suffers from dyslex
ia and has difficulty reading.
She has a hard time dealing
with professors who don’t
accommodate her learning disability. She is unable to take
written tests, and requests that
her professors dictate tests for
her. Childers said some professors refused to do this for her.
Childers said she sought the

help of the Academic Support
Program
for
Increased
Retention
in
Education
iASPIREI, a federally -funded
program designed to assist lowincome and disabled students in
adapting to university life.
For 20 years, ASPIRE has
been offering assistance to students having difficulties in
adjusting to university life,
ASPIRE counselor Vicki Gomez
said The program provides
tutorial and counseling services
to qualified students, Gomez
said
The program offers tutoring
for math, science, English, and

upper-division
writing.
Participating students are also
taught study skills. ASPIRE
also offers a mentor program for
qualified students who need
personal guidance.
"We are really trying hard to
make students comfortable and
to make them feel at home on
campus," Gomez said.
Gomez said that aside from
financial reasons, one of the
other factors behind San Jose
State University’s low retention
rate among low-income and disabled students that they feel
isolated around campus. The
retention rate among low-

income and disabled students is
idpercent. About half don’t
make it to graduation, Gomez
said.
"This is a commuter campus,"
the counselor said. "People
come here for classes, leave, and
they don’t hang around to
socialize. This makes it hard for
a lot of people to connect."
ASPIRE’s goal is to aid such
people.
"Through ASPIRE, we’re trying to help them build relation
ships with faculty and staff, and
with fellow students who may
See ASPIRE, page 4
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Silicon Valley must choose to update downtown
debate on whether to
The
preserve historic landmarks or tear them
down and redevelop the land is
heating up in downtown San
Jose
In the past weeks, the city
council has had to decide on
developing the future or preserving the past. The two
areas of debate are involving
The Jose Theatre and The
Montgomery Hotel.
The Jose Theatre is a 93 year-old theater in downtown
San Jose where Al Jolson and

Harry Houdini once performed
Now, the existence of the
theater is threatened due to
developer plans for replacing it
with an apartment complex.
The86-year-old
Montgomery Hotel was the
city’s first-class hotel. It was
named after businessman and
developer T.S. Montgomery,
who was known for creating a
vivacious South First Street
business district in the early
20th century. Now, there is
talk of replacing the old hotel
with an additional tower to the

is known as the
Fairmont Hotel.
computer capital of
Both of these old
world.
the
buildings are nice
and
Technology
to look at, but they
advancement are
should not be in the
the city’s forte, not
blueprint of the
old buildings.
future downtown
preserving
By
San Jose. They are
The Jose Theatre
mere hindrances to
The
and
the progress of the
Hotel,
Montgomery
city. San Jose is nit
JOHN IN EYER
San Jose would be
about historic landmarks; you can go 45 miles going against the grain. The
north for that kind of stuff. city has already made huge
San Jose is about being the steps in developing the downheart of Silicon Valley, which town area in the past decade

and that development should
not be postponed for a few old
buildings, regardless of their
historical significance.
the
to
addition
The
Fairmont Hotel and the new
apartments will offer more
opportunities for the city to
make money and develop other
downtown areas (hint: San
Jose State University). More
rooms in the Fairmont Hotel
will provide additional places
for high-tech businessmen to
stay in and modern apartments will provide a better

BART union workers greedy

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to exprem themeehres on the Opinion
peer with Letter to the Editor or Campus Viewpoint,
A Letter to the Editor is n 200-word response to an lame or point of
view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Compile Viewpoint is 455 -word essay on current campus, political or social issues
Submweions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be
edited for clarity, grimmer,
end length. Subernleelons intuit
contain the author’s name, addrem, phone number, signature
and major.
Submiasione may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Rentel Hell Room 209, sent by fu to
(408)928-3237 or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School
of Jourualism and Ma Communications. San Jose State University,
One Washington Square, San Joe., CA 95192-01414
Editorials we ’written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editor, not the Waif.
Ribliehecl opinions and edvertisements do not nacamarily reflect
the news of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mem
Communications or SJSU.

John Meyer is a Spartan Daily
Staff Writer.

NASA space probe
a nuclear disaster
waiting to happen

Editorial
Greed conies in many forms. For the last
week, the most obvious greed was that of
the striking Bay Area Rapid Transit union
members.
Prior to the tentative agreement, BART
workers were "among the highest paid employees," according to the Associated Press
Feeling the heat from a frustrated Bay Area
public, BART officials gave in far too easily to
employees’ demands.
There conies a t hoe when we, the consuming
public, must sacrifice our own convenience for
the sake of a point.
Doesn’t anyone see the vicious cycle that is
being set in niot ion?
Apparently taking their cue from the United
Parcel Service workers who went on strike last
month and inconvenienced a nation, BART
employees saw the same opportunity to put the
public in a quandary and be assured that their
demands would be met.
It has become overtly obvious that unions are
utilizing their greatest strength.
No, not hard workers.
No, not even the belief that employees
deserve better benefits.
It is an outraged public who screams ever
louder with every day they are distanced from
their creature comforts who is their strongest
asset.
The most important thing to keep in sight is
that we, the Bay Area public in this case, have
a voice.
Speak up. Speak out. Let it be known that we
cannot be used to further someone else’s career
when most of us are attempting to do that in
our own lives.
BART union members should not feel they
have our support. They need to feel the heat of
our anger with workers who would dare to
inconvenience those of us trying to get to work
at jobs where we are nowhere near the highest
paid in the nation.
We should not allow ourselves to be pawns in
a wage war that is not even our own.

quality of housing for citizens.
Overall, the San Jose economy
will be a lot healthier if these
developments are made.
My support of giving the
wrecking ball to some of San
buildings
historic
Jose’s
sounds awful, but it is essential to making progress in a
city where modernization is
the theme.

Athletes should walk the talk
Iwatched my favorite team,
the Washington Redskins,
eek out a win Sunday
against the St. Louis...er
Arizona Cardinals and was
thoroughly disgusted at something I didn’t see. That was
defensive
lineman
Sean
Gilbert.
Gilbert has been holding out
for a better contract since
training camp opened up,
which isn’t a problem for me.
Players should get what they
can out of management
because they play the game for
a short time. What absolutely
infuriates me is the reason he’s holding out.
You see, God told Sean Gilbert that he
should hold out for a $5 million per year contract.
Give me a freakin’ break.
I can believe that God may have inspired
Mother Teresa to donate her life to the poor
and underprivileged or compelled Martin
Luther King Jr. to work for civil rights. But
if Gilbert actually believes for one moment
that a Supreme Being gives a rat’s ass about
how much money the Redskins should pay
him, he’s as crazy as Oral Roberts after seeing a 900-foot Jesus in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
It sickens even me, as a self avowed
Agnostic who has struggled with the concept
of a higher power, to hear these athletes
spouting this blasphemous rhetoric.
The Redskins management, for their part,
said they wouldn’t give into Gilbert and
would make him sit out the entire year if it
came to that.

Athletes should get as much
as they can in the limited time
they have to play, but not if
they have to hide behind their
God and not stand on their
merits.
Another example of this asinine behavior is the man everybody loves to hate, Deion
Sanders.
Sanders is quoted as saying,
"I have found God at the pinnacle of my career. I didn’t have
to go through problems with
drugs or alcohol in order to find
him."
No, Deion, all you had to do
was cheat on your wife (now your ex-wife) in
order to stumble across the Lord. He was
even so vain as to call a press conference to
announce that he is now playing for the
Lord. Please, I think I’m going to vomit.
These greedy modern day Judases should
stop making it easy for non-believers like me
to take pot shots. They should instead witness their beliefs through their actions. I
probably would not agree with them but I’d
at least respect them staying true to their
moral and religious convictions.
For those who read this and say how dare
I, anon-believer, tell "men of God" what they
should and shouldn’t do, I have this to say. I
am not a hypocrite in my non -belief. I expect
these athletes to stay true to the principles of
their religion; otherwise I feel it is my obligation to blast them.
Aaron Williams is a Senior Staff Writer for
the Spartan Daily. His column appears
every Tuesday.

a few weeks, the fate of life on Earth will
be up in the air when NASA launches its
lin
loaded with 72
Cassini space probe
of
pounds
Plutonium-238 fuel
more plutonium
than has ever been
shot into space in
the Earth’s history.
NASA’s
With
of three
record
failed nuclear missions out of the 24
known to the pub- JENNIE FITZHUGH
lic, the launch is a
disaster waiting to happen.
Soviet scientists, who are partners in the
Cassini probe, have a failure rate of six out of
39 known nuclear missions.
In November 1996, the Russian Mars space
probe plummeted to Earth with a half-pound
of plutonium. NASA reported nuclear debris
from that failed mission landed in the Pacific,
off the coast of South America, but some environmental groups claim the wreckage actually rained down on Peru.
A similar disaster, with catastrophic
effects, could be just weeks away. The launch
is only the beginning of the threat.
Cassini’s 1999 return to Earth for a highspeed flyby just 312 miles above the planet’s
surface could also spell disaster. NASA officials call it a "slingshot maneuver." The
Cassini will use the Earth’s gravity to
increase its velocity and sling the space probe
towards Saturn.
Approximately 5 billion of the people on
Earth could receive 99 percent or more of the
radiation exposure if the Cassini were to reenter the Earth’s atmosphere during its flyby
according to NASA’s final environmental
impact statement.
Perhaps there is disinterest about the
space probe because technology is unquestionably viewed as good by many people. To knock
NASA seems almost unpatriotic to some people, especially with all those "commies" we
have to defend ourselves from. Oh yeah, the
Cold War is over. We keep forgetting.
Despite the end of the Cold War, there is a
large military component to the mission. It is
no secret that the U.S. military has been looking at nuclear power as an energy source for
high-powered weaponry it is considering placing in space. Yet, military advancements do
not excuse a game of nuclear roulette during
peace time.
The potential problem of a space device
with nuclear matter on it raining back down
on our heads is just too great of a risk to take.
Jennie Fitzhugh is a Spartan Daily Staff
Writer.
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Responsible media respects ethical rules
in any profession, there is For respectable journalists don’t harass
should be) an element of ethics their contacts.
But that’s the point. Respectable
n journalism. Reporters should
not invent quotes or stories, reporters journalists don’t harass people.
should not engage in slander or libel, Tabloid journalism hasn’t caught on
and reporters certainly should not to that ethical guideline yet. Or, more
likely, it doesn’t care.
stalk their subjects.
The Constitution guarantees freeFreedom of the press, while a noble
concept, requires limits. -Journalistic dom of the press, but there should be
ethics and the law provide some lim- limitations to how far that freedom
its, but theme limits obviously need to can stretch. There already are laws
which protect people from libel, for
be heeded more stringently.
Any journalistic activity leading to extimple. This means that even in our
that pursuit should be considered an society, where freedom of the press is
invasion of privacy, a severe breach of placed on a pedestal, journalistic liberjournalistic integrity and an indict- ties can be limited.
Responsible journalism, first of all,
ment of those journalists’ humanity.
Admittedly, it is difficult to imagine concerns itself with relevant informaCNN assigning a reporter to Michael tion.
Responsible journalism, second of
but
Jackson’s heels 24 hours a day
patently condemning all of journalism all, respects a right to privacy. Part of
would be an overreaction. Respectable journalism is investigative, but there
journalists still do exist, and should be a distinction between public

A:

and private lives, a distinction
between what journalists can and cannot investigate and print.
As popular and lucrative as tabloid
stories may be, they are more often
than not distortions of the truth and
unreasonable invasions of privacy,
both of which should be considerei
unethical.
There is such a thing as responsible
journalism, and if the media cannot be
trusted to pursue information in a
responsible manner, while respecting
privacy and choosing appropriate subject matter, limits should be enforced.

This commentary by Christopher
Delaney, Staff Writer for The Bradley
Scout, Bradley University, was provided courtesy of U-Wire. U-Wire is a
collegiate press news service.
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Graduate student Paulette Peterson practices cutting steel in her fabricated sculpture class, Wednesday,
State University Foundry, located south of the main campus on 5th Street.
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rights advocacy organization.
"Terry Stewart’s homophobic
slip is showing," she said.
Arizona is not the only state
with such a policy, attorneys for
the Lambda Legal Defense and
Education Fund, which promotes the civil rights of gays
and lesbians, said Monday. But
neither they nor the National
Criminal Justice Reference
Service knew how many states
have similar policies.
State Rep. Ken Cheuvront,
D-Phoenix, who is openly gay,
wrote Stewart in July questioning the no-touching, kissing or
hugging policy after receiving
letters from two women who
claimed discrimination while
visiting their inmate lesbian
partners in prison in Tucson.
He said he could understand
such a policy if there were a
compelling reason for it, but he
saw none. C,heuvront also said
he believes the prison system
and Stewart have far more serious concerns than whether two
women hold hands.
Stewart replied in an Aug. 8
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Gay rights activists speak against prison system
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) While
inmates
in
heterosexual
Arizona prisons are allowed to
embrace and hold hands with
their partners during visits,
state policy prohibits such contact for homosexual inmates.
Gay rights activists and prisoner advocates say the policy is
discriminatory.
But
state
Corrections
Director Terry Stewart isn’t
budging. He says the policy is
based on a state law prohibiting
same-sex marriage.
"It sounds discriminatory,
because it’s singling out a group
of people and saying this is
unavailable to them clearly on
the basis of their sexuality,"
said Mark Johnson, Washington
spokesman for the National
Gay and Lesbian Task Force.
"There is absolutely nothing
sexual about two individuals
holding hands or giving an
affectionate hug at the end or
the beginning of a visit," said
Donna Leone Hamm, director of
Middle Ground Prison Reform,
a Phoenix-based prisoners’

Artists
Wanted
The Spartan Daily is
looking for graphic
artists. Artists would be
assigned informational
graphics lb accompany
news stories that will
appear in this semester’s
paper. Credit for work
can be arranged. For
more Information conSpartan Dolly
tort
Executive Editor Genoa
Barrow at (408) 9243281.
*Be prepared to show
exaniples of your work.

Only a Custom Built
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the latest Technology
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ON THE JOB TRAINING
WHILE YOU ARE GOING TO SCHOOL
Enterprise Rent-A-Car, the 01 Recruiter Of College Grads in
the United States has an excellent program where you will
learn the basics of running a business. If you have excellent
communication, strong sales, customer service and leadership skills, consider the following position

Intern Program
Part-Time, 20-25/HrJweek
(Jr. & Seniors preferred)
Send your resume to. Enterprise Rent-A-Car, Alin Damn
Janitz, 226 Airport Parkway, Suite 600, San Jose, CA
95110. Call. (408) 467-1302 Fax (408) 467-1331 Visit our
WedSite: http-//www erac com

Enter
EOE M/F/D/V

letter that the prohibition was
consistent with two Arizona
statutes: one promoting strong
families and family values, and
another prohibiting same-sex
marriages.
"Any policy condoning homosexual activity at visitation,
amid famine:- and children,
would be contrary to state law,"
Stewart said.
"It would be unconscionable
for the department to undermine the will of the people ... by
brazenly violating state law and
deviating from current policy to
endorse non -familial same-sex
kissing, embracing or petting."
Stewart also said his department was not separating a
group to make it unequal to others. "The policy is directed at all
people regardless of their sexual preference," he wrote.
Spokesman Mike Arra said

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,
Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!
53.000. Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
.Japanese Donors.

03-year warranty*
Free Consultation
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rate on its searches, and in
many instances, the "missing"
book turns up on the sorting
Walk into Clark Library in shelf, a sorting cart, or in anothsearch of that critical book you er location on the main shelf.
"We do a thorough search,"
need for a term paper.
Go to its purported shelf loca- Kowalewski-Ward said.
If a book fails to turn up
tion.
It’s not there. Is it stolen? within two days, a student can
go to CSUlink. This system is
Maybe.
San Jose State University’s connected to the libraries of six
libraries have had problems other CSU campuses, and stuwith book theft, but there is no dents unable to find needed
way to know how many books materials at SJSU can request
are stolen because the library them from other schools.
If a book is lost, the student
doesn’t have enough staff to do
who checked it out can expect to
an annual inventory.
Bob McDermand, head of lose $69. The library puts a $49
Clark Library’s serials depart- value on lost books, plus $10 for
ment, said the gates you must processing the order of another
pass through to exit the library copy and $10 in overdue fines. If
are part of the "Tattletape" sys- the book is found and returned
tem installed in the fall of 1995. within a year, the student will
A magnetic strip is buried with- get $59 back.
The money, however, is not
in the book, and is designed to
set off the alarm in the gates what the library wants,
unless it has been desensitized Kowalewski-Ward said. "What
by the clerk at the counter. The we want is the books back."
McDermand said unbound
gates have been set up so that
the alarm will go off even if issues of periodicals must be
would-be book thieves hold the kept under lock and key behind
books over their heads or pass the counter and checked out.
them around the gates to a con- The borrowed material is not
permitted to leave Clark’s third
federate.
"The security system does floor, and may only be kept for
work," Julie Kowalewski-Ward, two to three hours.
McDermand does not believe
head of circulation, said.
Kowalewski-Ward said the that this situation is ideal, and
university cannot put a dollar would like to make the materials more accessible to students
figure on its losses.
"We don’t know what is while keeping the theft to a
minim urn.
stolen," she said.
"What we should have is a
If a student cannot find a
book on the shelf, and the com- reading room for periodicals,"
puter says it’s not checked out, McDermand said. "We deny our
that student has the option of students that possibility." Such
asking the library to search for a room, he said, would have a
it. Kowalewski-Ward said the guard at the door to prevent
library has a 50 percent find losses of materials.

By Kevin W. Hecteman

NSF
Please Call WNVFC
800-314-9996

Stewart’s position won’t change.
"We believe the letter speaks for
itself," he said.
Jenny
Pizer,
managing
lawyer for the Lambda Legal
Defense and Education Fund’s
Los Angeles office, called
Stewart’s response "a pretty
blatant example of people in
government
positions
not
understanding how the law
works."
The prison system’s interests
call for having inmates heterosexual or homosexual
keep in contact with their families, she said.
"The prison rules don’t say
that you can only have visitation if you’re married
And so
they’re treating gay people differently without any good reason for it."

Windows 98 postponed
REDMOND, Wash. tAP)
Microsoft Corp. said Monday it
is delaying the release of the
next generation of its Windows
software Windows
98
until the spring so it can combine two versions into a single
product.
Microsoft stock plummeted
on the news, falling $7.25 to
$130.69 a share, a drop of more
than 5 percent.
Microsoft had planned to
release the software before the
end of March. Now it won’t
come out until sometime during the second three months of
the year.
The new version won’t be
the technological leap that
Windows 95 was two years

ago. But it will blend Internet,
radio, television and other
media into personal computers, while being more reliable
and far simpler to operate.
The company had been
working on two versions of
Windows 88 one that would
upgrade users of Windows 95
and another that would allow
users of the old Windows 3.1 to
skip directly to Windows 98.
By combining the upgrades,
Microsoft will spare stores the
need to stock two different
products.
Phil Holden, Windows product manager, said testers and
customers wanted a single
product.

BILINGUAL JAPANESE
STUDENTS!!
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GMAT 41C3P -11 ID
w/ Student

Test Preparation
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StMill TIST 11114
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ASPIRE: Hires student tutors
Continued from page 1
have the same difficulties,"
Gomez said.
Among its participating students. ASPIRE has a 69 percent
retention rate.
Besides the problems she
had with her professors,
Childers was also suffering
from severe depression and
wanted to give up on everything, including school.
"I was so stressed out with
school, work, and my home,"
Childers said. "The counselors
at ASPIRE knew what was
going on right away, and I was
immediately referred to a psychologist."
Childers said she still suffers
from depression occasionally,
but she said the program’s
counselors helped her keep
going in school.
"If it weren’t for this program, I probably won’t be here,"
Childers said.
Childers said she hopes to
graduate next year.
Gomez said ASPIRE also
student
tutors.
employs
Sophomore math major David
Silveira has been tutoring math

"I was so stressed
out with school,
work and my
home, the
counselors at
ASPIRE knew
what was going on
right away..."
Antonietta Childers
ASPIRE participant
and calculus fir a year in the
program.
"Tutoring doesn’t pay much
but I do love what I do in this
program," Silveira said. "Math
professors have a tendency to be
a little insensitive" Silveira
said. "They just can’t spend
time with the individual students."
Silveira said the one-on-one
atmosphere at ASPIRE is an
invaluable asset.
"I get to fill in on what (pro-

fessors) can’t do," Silveira said.
"I get to give them the personalized attention they need, and
it’s really nice because I gain a
lot of friends."
ASPIRE, however, does have
some problems to deal with,
Gomez said. With all the budget cuts it has suffered, the program is unable to serve all qualified students. ASPIRE is currently able to serve 260 students in a year, and spots are
filled on a first-come, first-serve
basis.
Gomez said ASPIRE also
lacks tutors for more difficult
courses.
"Tutorial services are limited
to the basic general education
courses in math, science and
English," Gomez said. "We just
don’t have the tutors and the
resources to offer tutorial services in courses such as engineering."
Gomez said qualified students who are interested in participating in the program may
apply by calling 924-2540 and
schedule an appointment with a
counselor.

Smart date: Internet site
Continued from page 1
said. "There’s nothing wrong
with intimidating a man into
being sensible."
Currently the service is only
available on the Internet, he
said, but within the next 60
days voice-activated registry
will be available by phone.
"A 30-second call will be all it
takes," DuFault said.
DuFault and Noble have
invested approximately $25,000
of their own money and lots of
volunteer time to maintain the
site.
"We’ve gotten a lot of e-mail
from parents and universities.
All of it is extremely positive,"
Noble said. He said specific
information about the number
of people using the service can’t

sons, but so far the service
shows a 3 percent response
from the hits.
Noble and DuFault hope the
service will be as much a part of
society as designated drivers
and safe sex.
"This is a way for young
women to gently untie the
apron strings and move on from
their parents. It’s a compromise, but we find a lot of parents who are more than willing
to pay $12 for a year of peace of
mind," Noble said.
"Smart Date" is located at
www.smartdate.com. All information is encrypted on entry,
and any information released to
proper authorities is retrieved
by "Smart Date" from the server. Information is never sent

"This is a way for
young women to
gently untie the
apron strings and
move on from their
parents... we find
a lot of parents
who are more than
willing to pay $12
for a year of peace
of mind."

Political: Open house
Continued from page I
will also include three panels
which will discuss subjects
related to department majors.
The first panel will discuss the
sub-fields of politics, which
include U.S. politics, international relations, public law, and
job possibilities for political
science students.
The second panel will bring
back graduates of SJSU’s political science departments to
talk about how they are using
their political science degrees.
Speakers include the following:
Grace Davis, a District
Director for U.S. Congressman
Pete Stark, Jason Parrish, who
was hired by San Jose Mayor
Susan Hammer’s office in his
first year after graduating
from SJSU, and Katie Brown.
Brown, who graduated with
a master’s degree in political

Ice cream recalled from Albertson’s

Exotic snake smugglers nabbed at border
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Their stockings didn’t run. They
slithered.
A pair of smugglers pleaded
guilty Monday to charges of hiding exotic snakes in pantyhose
that they tied and put under
their clothes.
The pair "hid four snakes
each in their groin area and
their boots," said Assistant U.S.

Jerry Noble
Smart Date inventor
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border crossing at Eagle Pass,
Texas, when U.S. Customs
agents noticed the snakes mo;ing inside the men’s clothes.
They were indicted in
January by a federal grand jury
in the Western District of Texas,
and the case was transferred
here because they live in
Southern California.
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Attorney Robert Dugdale.
Paul Lynum, 24, of Long
Beach and John Sterling
Nelson, 33, of Pacific Palisades
entered their pleas. U.S. District
Judge Audrey B. Collins set
Dec. 1 for sentencing.
Six other reptiles were
stowed in the men’s car.
Lynum and Nelson were
arrested July 31, 1995, at the
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Icy our free delivery ($15)
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Ice
Light
Albertson’s
Sinsation,
Cream -Brownie
round half-gallon cartons, expiration date Nov. 21.
Ice
Albertson’s
Light
Cream -Mocha-Mocha, round
half-gallon cartons, expiration
date Nov. 21.
Ice Cream Albertson’s
Chocolate Chunky Chocolate,
rrund half-gallon cartons, expiration date Jan. 15, 1998.
Consumers who return suspect ice cream to the stores they
bought it from will get refunds,
Alta-Dena said.

after a consumer
the problem
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Three batches of Alta-Dena reported a mild allergic reaction
Certified Dairy ice cream sold after eating one of the ice
in Albertson’s grocery stores in creams. The company began the
California and Arizona were recall after small amounts of
being recalled because they peanut protein were found in
may contain peanut protein, the the three flavors.
Officials later determined
dairy company said.
People allergic to peanuts the three batches were made on
risk serious or life-threatening the same equipment as a previreactions if they eat these three ous lot of peanut butter ice
batches of ice cream. None of cream. Alta-Dena made these
for
specifically
the labels disclose the presence flavors
of peanuts or peanut protein, Albertson’s grocery stores.
Alta-Dena announced Monday.
The three batches being
Alta-Dena said it discovered recalled are:

C

Buy any 6 inch sandwich and a
inedium drink, get a second 6 inch
sandwich of equal or lesser
value for 494

Brown started working for
Santa Clara County aa a political aid. It was her first job in
politics
"My contacts at San Jose
State helped me get my first
political job. I moved into
administration in February
and things just went on from
there," she said.
After the returning students
finish speaking, the orientation will end with a panel on
student opportunities, Cross
said. They will discuss the
many internship opportunities
open to SJSU students, including those in Sacramento, the
judicial area and even a ’
Russian internship program.
"We want the students to ,
leave with more knowledge
about classes and extra-curricular activites," Christensen
said.

science and is a former president of Pi Sigma Alpha, works
as a legislative manager in the
County Executive Offices for
Santa Clara County. Brown is
the link between the county’s
lobbyists in Sacramento and
"everything they have here in
the county," which includes
county supervisors and department heads.
"I’m in a unique position
that my job is directly tied to
having a political science
degree," Brown said. "I track
legislation and write letters to
legistators."
Brown said a lot of things
she learned while earning her
degree are critical to her job.
"It’s very helpful having a general idea of how the budget
process works. I use a lot of the
skills I learned in writing. The
more academic skills are
applicable to what I do."
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Sailing: Club continues tradition

Right: Focusing
on the mark,
Josh Roper, left,
and Jerry Roe
sail upwind during practice at
Lake
Cunningham
Park.

Continued from page I
afforded one on our own," Roper said.
"Sail boats can run up to $4,000. We
only have four."
The 11 -member club meets every
Friday at Lake Cunningham Park,
near The Raging Waters Theme Park
on the east side. Roper said the four
boats continuously sail from about
noon until sunset, a "time-consuming" but "incredible" six hours.
"We’re really trying to recruit new
people and let the campus know we
exist," Roper said.

A preliminary sign-up sheet from
last week boasted around "70"
names, one member said. But according to another member, "not that
many showed up, maybe 15, I’m
guessing."
Members of the club learn about
the functions of a sailboat while having a chance to experience the allure
of the sport.
And in time, everyone will sail in
the three regattas of the semester.
The first regatta is scheduled for
early October in Berkeley.
"Sailing can either be a leisure

activity or a total, mental, in -yourface thing," member Kevin Silveira
said. "When you’re racing in competitions, sailing is a complete, mental
challenge.
"It really is a great activity to
engage in," Silveira said.
New member, Joanna Dilley, an
accounting major, wants as much out
of the club as possible, come rain or
shine.
"I want to sail in the rain!" Dilley
said. "I love the outdoors: wind,
weather, water. I think I’ll really
enjoy this club."

Left: Making
waves downwind,
the sailing team
practices tactics
that will help propel
them ahead of the
pack in regattas
this fall. The combination of flat
water and consistent wind gives the
team optimum conditions for sailing
Lake Cunningham.

In
ry

Right: Finishing practice
at sunset, the team unngs
the boats and talks about
the day’s progress. In
keeping with tradition,
coaching each other and
working together on every
aspect of the team keeps
the membership intact.

Left: Following the afternoon practice, McKenzie
Keith teaches the new
recruits how to lower the
sails and unrig the boat so
that the gear stays in good
condition for the upcoming
racing season. The sails are
the most important part of
the boat and keeping them
new ensures the team’s
competitiveness.

.14

Photos by
Scott
Lechner
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IIIOrganization gives
kids an alternative
to gangs and drugs
through sports

In the box

ook-cfrY
GNIVIE

By John Meyer
Stall.1Vritur

The Greater San Jose InnerCity Games program celebrated
its first year with "Celebration
’97" at Municipal Stadium on
Saturday.
The event showcased celebrities, acrobats, dancers and
singers, along with the message
If the Inner-City Games.
James Reber, executive director of the San Jose Inner-City
Games, said the after-school
program provides kids, ages 7 to
17, who are targets Mr gangs
and drugs, with a chance to participate in sports and educational programs. The programs are
designed to give kids confidence
and self-esteem.
Reber added that the program offers various activities
that give the kids a lot of
options.
The program has offered
martial arts, basketball, volleyball, ice-skating, soccer, softball,
handball, drama, accounting
and journalism. He also said
most of the activities are done
at San Jose State University.
"While we don’t /MVP an
inner-city in San Jose, we have
at-risk kids in certain neighborhoods that we have targeted for
the program," Reber said. "We
try to give them positive activities to participate in."
At "Celebration ’97," children
and their parents were invited
to an afternoon of entertainment that was free of charge.
The celebrities and performers on -hand were actress Raven
Symone of "The Cosby Show"
and "Hangin’ With Mr. Cooper,"
gold medal -winning gymnast
Peter Vidmar and Chris Lashua
of the Cirque du Soleil.
The 11 -year-old Symone sang
the national anthem and introduced each performer and
speaker.
Vidmar talked about gymnastics to the crowd as the former Olympian demonstrated
handstands, splits and twirls on
the pommel horse.
Lashua, who was wearing
clown makeup and clothing,
performed on the German
Wheel, a human -sized wheel
that he rolled around in, while
doing acrobatic maneuvers. The
performers
at
other
"Celebration ’97" fit into the age
range of Inner-City Games participants.
Young singers Chris Abad
and Sam Donato, dance groups
Starlite Express and Culture
Shock and a Tae Kwon Do
demonstration team, entertained the young crowd.
One
downside
to
the
"Celebration ’97" was that San
Francisco 49er wide receiver
Jerry Rice was unable to attend
the event.
Rice and his wife Jackie
serve as the Greater San Jose

WAC Standings
Men’s soccer
WAC

Conference

Overall

I. ’WI.
Team
o 6 0
Air Force
0 3 1
Tulsa
0 4 2
SMU
0 3 2
Spartans
0 3 4
Fresno St
0
0 2 3
TCU
0
0 4 1
0
New Mexico
San Diego St. 0 0 0 3 2
UNLV
0
0 3 2
Women’s soccer
Pacific Div.

Conference

WLI
Team
BYU
0 0 0
Hawaii
0 0 0
0 0 0
Fresno St
San Diego St 0 0 0
Utah
0 0 0
Spartans
0 0 0
Mountain Div

Scott Lechner/

Inner-City Games Executive
Commissioners. The Rices were
scheduled to make a guest
Jackie
hut
appearance,
was
explained that Jerry
unable to attend because of a
knee injury he suffered in the
49ers’ season -opener.
Jackie spoke to the kids in
attendance about the InnerCity Games.
"This program allows young
kids to display their talent and
ability," she said. "It gives them
the chance to look at other kids
and say, ’Hey, let’s pull together
and do something positive with
our lives. We don’t have to be on
the streets, in gangs or selling
drugs. There are other things
we can do."
The SJSU judo team held a
judo clinic for about 40 kids last
week on campus, said Charles
Lee and Kenny Hambleton of
the judo team. They both said it
was fun and the kids had a good
time.
Games
Inner-City
"The
makes the kids feel good about
themselves,"
said
Yvonne
Knight, a mother of three kids
(ages 9, 11 and 13) who participate in the program.
Reber said everything the
program does is free.
"I have three kids; I can’t
afford to be paying for these
kinds of programs," Knight said.
"The programs give everyone a
chance."
"A lot of programs and clubs
have kids that don’t really need
that extra hand, and the kids
who need them get left behind,"
said San Jose Vice Mayor
Margie Fernandes. "This prograin is really good at getting to
the kids that are targeted for
gangs and drugs."
Fernandes
was
at

Spartan Daily

A Tae Kwon Do demonstration
team, above, entertains the
crowd and shows other youngsters that anyone of any age
can perform martial arts.
Balance and strength keeps
Olympic Gymnast Peter Vidmar,
left, on two hands as he demonstrates maneuvers to the crowd
at the Inner-City Games’
"Celebration ’97."

Conference

Scott Lechner/

Spartan Daily

the people who say ’We love you
just because you’re here and
you’re part of this community.’"
Since the program started
last October in San Jose, Reber
estimates that it has reached
about 7,500 kids.
"We’ve been successful in our
first year," Reber said. "We want
to get more corporate sponsor-

ship, so we can expand the program. "We hope next year we
can reach 10,000 to 15,000
kids."

Overall

WLI WLI
Team
smu
o 0 0 5 1 0
0 0 0 4 1 0
New Mexico
0 0 0 3 2 1
UTEP
Tulsa
0 0 0 3 2 1
Air Force
0 0 0 3 3 0
TCU
0 0 0 0 5 0
Wyoming
0 0 0 0 6 0
Upcoming Games:
Men’s soccer:
Today
Cal Poly SLO at Spartans
7:30 p.m. today at Spartan Stadium
Women’s soccer:
Today
Pacific at Spartans
4 p.m. today at Spartan Stadium
Loyola Marymount at Fresno St.
Wednesday
Colorado Christian at Air Force
Tulsa at Oklahoma
Hawaii at Cal-St. Fullerton

Friday
Spartans at Pepperdine
SMU vs. Boston University
BYU vs. Oregon St.
New Mexico at Stanford
Hawaii at Cal-St. Northridge
UTEP at Arizona St.
Tulsa at Alabama Birmingham
Utah at Texas
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0
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Overall

Allstate

Grand
Opening.

0

WLI
6 0 0
3 1 1
4 2 0
3 2 1
3 4 0
2 3 0

Thursday
Santa Clara at San Diego St.

"Celebration ’97" to represent
Mayor Susan Hammer, who she
said is a strong advocate of the
Inner-City (;ames.
"I can’t think of a better way
to spend a day than telling kids
that you care about them, especially kids who have doubts
about that," Fernandes said.
Reber added: "We want to be

0

For more information, contact Capt. David Sosa at
(800) 967- USMC ext. 1741, or come see him at the
Student Center on September 17th 8 18th
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EMPLOYMENT
LOCAL ENGINEERING RIGA seeks
part-time AUTOCAD DRAFTER with
experience in version 12. Flex
schedule. 282-1500 for info.
HOTEL DEANZA VALET PARKERS
Per hous Eve, Day, Net Weekends.
Hourly plus tips. Call 286-1000
ext 7034.
SPANISH IA TUTOR NEEDED
On campus. 2 hrs/wk.
Call Denise 297-7393.
WANTED: Jack in .111) Of Al Trades
to support teaching staff at Good
Sam Hospital Child Care Center:
supplies, snack prep, minor
repairs laundry. FT crPT, 57.50 hr.
ECE Subs also needed, $8.00$9.60 hr. Call: 559-2453.
VIET/ENGL SPEAKER NEEDED
Translations, general office work.
Law Office 4 blocks from SJSU.
Call 995-3226 or Fax 995-3230.
TEACHER F.T. AIDE P.T.
ECE units Student I-curs enfilade.
Montessori Preschool. Resume to:
Aurora CDC, 995 Acricot Ave.,
Campbell. CA 95008.
J.C. PENNY - EASTRIDGE
We are looking for sales people
for various departments. We offer
benefits, flexible schedules, and
great discounts. Eastridge Mall is
only 15 minutes away from
campus. Stop by and apply at
2230 Tully Road. 238-0300.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T- Elementary Schools.
Degree cr Oedential NOT Required.
Oppartunity fcr Teed:lag Expaience.
Need Car.
Vete Mat (408)287-4170 at 408
EOE/AAE
UFEOUIRDS/SWIPA INSTRUCTORS
Palo Alto YMCA Indoor Pool
Salary DOE + Certifications
Training is available
Must be able to work weekends.
Contact Josh at 650/856-9622.
WAITPERSON NEEDED
Evenings & Weekends.
Salary + Tips. Apply in person.
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose.
ELEM. MONTESSORI SCH. needs
Daycare Assistant 2:306:30.
Age: 6-12 yr olds. Call 255-3770.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR FT/PT
Flex hrs. Will train. Must be 21.
Have clean DMV. Great Job. Call
363-4182
SPEEDSTERS CAFE
P/T Salad / Sandwich servers
9am-2pm, Mon. -Fri. Energetic &
Friendly. Apply at 86 South first
San Fernando.
ATTN: STUDENTS!
CLUCK U CHICKEN
Now hiring for school year.
Roble hours 1020 a week.
Call 241-Cluck.
BARRY SWENSON BUILDER
is looking for a responsible,
enthusiastic popertydeabpment
intern with strong clerical and
communication skills. 12:30-5:30
daily. Reliable car required.
Fax resurne to 998-1737 or
call 287-0246.
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
Graves, Swings and Weekends
Low key job sites
WII train
Abeam Private Security
40,2474827
1511100 WEEKLY potential more
at drains. No Experence Req. Pee
normsbonminat Cd 4107638272.
MARTINI= TRAINEES PIUDED
Earn to $25.00/re salary + tips.
Students needed tithe immediate
wee. P.8time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
NEED A JOB OR NINNICIAL AID?
Willing to work part-time, fulltime or flexible hours according
to your schedule, plus make greet
money? For work experience,
greet money, plus some fun,
don’t welt, cell now: Kristi
995-5905.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $1300/monthl
Become a Sperm Donor.
Means males, 19-40 years ofd.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact Cellfornis Cryobenk
1.650-324-1900, M.F, 8-4:30.

A date with density

PHONE:

BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST to work JOBS AVAILABLE! Temp. FT/PT
Work as receptionist,
6-9 hours weekly in Los Gatos
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec.
based behavioral intervention
South Bay locations.
program. Background in Special
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
Ed, Psychology, Speech, or 0.1.
BASKETBALL UNCIALS NEEDED desired. Experience preferred. Cedffled Personnel. 749.1570.
MAKE EXTRA 855
Sat. 7am-5pm, Oct. 4- Nov. 22. $10:00 to 515:00 per hour. Call
File Clerk
(Mornings,
$5.50- $7/hr. South Valley YMCA. Kevin 1-415-827-9310 or Shari INSURANCE CO LOOKING for help
with filing, mailing &cowing. Flex
408-294-2712.
Mon. Fri.)
Call 226-9622.
hours. 5-7 hrs/week, $9/hr.
2025 Hrs./Week
COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is VALET PARKING P/T nights & Contact Kelly @408-451-2121.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car seeks a
baked! Le Boulanger, family owned weekends for special events in
detail oriented and dependable
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
bakery/cafe seeks friendly, Los Gatos and Saratoga area.
individual for our regional
Women ages 21-29, heathy.
outgoing individuals to join our Polite, well groomed & pofessional
office in San Jose.
responsible, all nationalities.
team as Bussers, Sales Clerks, attitude only. 19 years+, $6-58
Responsibilities include filing,
Give the gift of de!
Supervisors, and Assistant Man- per hour + tips. Call Mike at
faxing and covering for the
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid.
agers 55-512 hourly, no experi- 1-800825-3871.
receptionist. Excellent phone
Chnese &Japanese cbrors.
Bcres
for
ence necessary. 18 locations
etiquette required. Fling
PLEASE CALL WWFC
including Downtown San Jose. TEACHERS high quality, licensed
experience preferred.
800-314-9998
Competitive salary. Fax resume to Apply at any location or 305 N. drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
Mathilda, Sunnyvale, 94086. Call: year olds.
408-467-1331 or cal: 408-467-130
Flex PT/FT positions
403-774-9000 cr Fac 4085239810
EOE M/F/D/V
FOR RENT
Days, Eve, Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
AIDE FOR PARALYZED 37-yr-old SOUTH VALLEY YMCA Childcare
APARTMENT $900/MO.
2
BORK
environment
Team
now
hiring
for
part-time
in his pleasant Palo Alto cottage.
Security type building
Benefits available
Sat. llpm-7am. Some time to positions in South San Jose
Parking
Secure
2607929.
Call
Corp
Office
for
application.
Schools. Call
study. $10/hr. 1-6505681225.
Close In
408.226-9622.
Building
Modem
148
school
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
INSIDE SALES
Laundry Room
RECEPTIONIST, phones, light seeks responsible individuals for
REPRESENTATIVES
Village
Apts.
576 S 5th St.
the
clerical work. Ten min. from SJSU. extended daycare. P/T in
SAN JOSE AREA
Mondays & Wednesdays: 9am afternoon. No ECE units are (408) 295-6893.
Mon-Fri 8:00am-4:30pn
Founded in 1925, George S. 5:30pm., Fridays: 9am-2pm. Call required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please contact
May international is a leading Heather 8995-6425.
SHARED HOUSING
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
management consulting firm. Our
INC.
SECURITY.
ACUFACTS,
need
is
booming,
and
we
business
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR NICE, CLEAN ROOM. New carpet.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
motivated team -players to help
FT & PT positions available in New bathroom. On-site laundry.
Great for Students.
schedule appointments with small
busy whole foods restaurant. All No cooking facilities. Non-smoker.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
to medium sized companies
shifts avail, flex hrs. 57.50-58.00 $385/mo. + $250 deposit. All
with
Many
Benefits!
Top Pay
throughout the Western US.
per IT. to start. 733-9446, ask for utilities paid. 507 N. 3rd St. Tel,
We’ll provide you with Call or apply in pascri, MerSun
286-8178.
fully paid training, competitive 4(8.286-5880.555 D MericianAve. Julia or Victor. Must be 18+ yrs.
compensation ($7.00 per hour + Between San Cabs ad Palencw,
cmuNK PAGING & CELLULAR
beired the Cab arC Paty Store, SL
commissions, with an earnings
seeks full/part time sales WORDPROCESSING
potential of $30K+1), a complete
benefits package, flexible work WANTED: CARING, people alerted person, data entry, customer
schedule, & a fun team oriented person With the ability to encourage service & electronic technicians. EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
Cali 408-453.7243 ax
work environment. This is a and support person with develop.
our specialty. Laser printing.
Fax resume 408-441-9988.
perfect opportunity for anyone mental disabilities. Must be fun,
APA, Turabian and other formats.
considering a change from the creative and enthusiastic. P/T &
Resumes, editing, graphics
retail or restaurant grind (No F/T, benefits, flexible schedule. SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
nights & weekends!). Anyone who Opportunity to give back to your is hiring FT & PT teachers and and other services available on
likes people is encouraged to community while being paid. aides for their school age day either WordPerfect or Word.
Fax resume 248-1221 or call care programs in the San Jose Masterson’s Word Processing.
apply!
area. AM and PM hours available. Cal Paul or Virginia 408.251-0449.
To arrange an interview, 248-4464.
Get great experience working
please call Steven Sanchez at
children! Units in Psych, Soc, *AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
NEEDED
with
(800) 955-0200 ext. 220, or P/T TUTORS/INTERNS
send/fax resume to: GSM, 991 to prepare Santa Clara County ECE, Rec or ED required. Call Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects.
W. Heddirg St. San Jose. CA 95126 middle/high school students for 408.379-3200 ext 21.
Resumes, Al Formats. Specializing
college. Teach (AVID) Advancement
Fax: (408) 244-6415. EOE/AA.
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Via Individual Determination TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
GEORGE S. MAY
methods: daytime. 4-16 hrs/wk: sell discount subcriptions to Bay Punctuation/ Editing. 24+yrs Ex
INTERNATIONAL CO.
WP 5.1/FPLeser. PAM’S
$6-$8/hr. Attend Recruitment Fair Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
COACH: Looking for Flag Football on 9/30/97. 4-7pm at Santa Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown PROFESSIONAL NORD PROCESSING,
247-2681, 8am-8pm.
Coach with good communication Clara County Office of Education, near lightrail -4 blocks from SJSU.
skills & sports background. Need- 1290 Ridder Park Drive, San Hourly $E plus bonus. Media
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
ed for fall season to help grades Jose. Phone 453-6658 for map. Promotions 494-0200.
Professional typng for your term
5th 8th. Mon.-Thur. practices
papers, reports, letters, etc.
from 3:15pm to about 4:30pm. DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
8 years experience.
Thinking about a career working Elem. school -age recreation
Call Liz Greven. Atn. Or, 945-9090.
Fast Accurate Reliable
with elementary age Children? The Program. P/T from 2-6pm. M F
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is during the school year. Some P/T WP, MS Word. other applications.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
now hiring for school -age child morning positions available from
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Hansen’s Business Services
carer:enters in San Jose, Cupertino, approx. 7am-11am. F/T during 408-2643506 or 408.269.5156
Great for Students!
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas. summer camp. Xlnt salary, no
Serving Downtown Sanlose
e-mail: kelan@earthlink.net
Full & part-time positions available. ECE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. hours flexible around school. Fun Recreation. Call Ja-et at 354-8700
staff teams, great experience x223. (Not available school year?
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NANNY/CHILD CARE for 15 in working with elementary age Call for summer employment:
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
month old girl. 10-15 hrs/week in children, career advancement and lifeguards & camp leaders).
Only $5700 per year
our Sunnyvale home. 57-$10/hr good training opportunities.
Save 30% 60%
depending on experience. Loving, Teachers require minimum 6 units ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK
on your dental needs.
dependable and non-smoking. in ECE, Recreation. Psychology. Le Boulanger, a family owned
For info call 1 800 655-3225
Call Jennifer at 408-737-2352.
Score:* and/cr Physical Education. bakery/cafe IS looking for an Accts.
Please call Mary Hoshiko at 408- Rec. clerk to assist with day-today
ACCOUNTING Cupertino CPA 291-8894 for more information transactions, monthly dosing, breng
and interacting with delinquent
firm. Call 408-343-1033 x122 or and locations.
OPPORTUNITIES
customers. Spread sheet literacy
FAX resume to 408.3431038.
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK at & Accountrg experience is preferred. EXCELLENT PAY Processing Mail!
LOCAL RRTA SEEKS ENCIINETERIND rwnodeled 48 & Salta Owe Charon. $8-$12/hcur. apply at 305 N.
$1 per envelope stuffed!
student part-time to assist with All shifts available. Full or part time Mathilda, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Details 24 hrs 1407-2457393.
various projects. Must be computer open. Pease call 295-3964 or apply Fax: (408) 523-9810.
literate. $8/hr. Call 282-1500.
n person. Ask for Ofelia.

511 $15/HR. PIZZA A GOGO is
now hiring drivers. Part-time,
flexible hours. Apply in person.
117 E. San Carlos St.

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS & SWIM
Instructors, Flexible days/hours.
Southwest YMCA. Contact Pat
408-370-1877 ext. 16.

DAILY CIA SSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

HEALTH & BEAUTY

COMPUTERS ETC,.

86 CHEVY S10 BLAZER 4X4.
White. Automate. Pwr. win/locks.
$2500./o.b.o. Call 227-1145.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7466.

PACKARD SELL PC Mimed SUE
CPU:Intei 48658-20 MHz Rmi:8M8
re drive Seagate 130MB 14:"SiGA.
Wirdcus 31 tended Call 2267315.

$15400. SB BLACK AERCSTAR VAIl
A/C pwr win/locks, Eddie Bauer.
Student Discount, 924-8134.

CAMPUS CLUBS

RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION ’86 Escort. 5 Speed, new ties. brakes SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
January 11th - 16th. SJSU Skl &
Service record. 51250. 2981112.
Snowboard Club. Includes flight.
bus, 4 day lift ticket. 5 night stay in
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
SERVICES
Village. & unlimited fun. For your
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional E-Ticket call Mark 408/2920955
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting. or ufs12282@ernail.sjsuedu
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
TUTORINQ
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-91554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall IN-HOME COMPUTER TUTORING
upgrade, Consulting, Install, DOS,
WRITING ASSISTANCE most Windows, Win 95, Win NT, Office,
subject. Why suffer and get poor Word, Internet. Netscape. Int Erp.
grades when help is available? Game on our Computers or Surf
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former the Web @ "A PLACE TO PLAY" at
college teacher) can help you 832 Malone in Willow Glen. Open
with research & writing. Fast, 9am-9pm, 7 days a week. Call
friendly, caring. confidential. Roy. 292-3167, Pager 538.5071.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist. TUTORIAL CENTER
Samples & references available. Math: Algebra Geometry
Chinese & other languages Statistics Trig Calculus
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For Physics: Mechanics Electric
Basic -C
free tips. tools and ideas on Computer: Wrdows
how to improve your writing, English: ESL TOEFL
visit our user-friendly Website Spanish: Hablar - Leer - Escnbir
at http://www.aci-plus.com Call: Mike 408-298.7576
Regular e-mail: sellInettom.com Email: mvera182880aol.com .
Or write: Daniel, P084-489, FC CA
94.404 (ask for free color brochue).

INSTRUCTION
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Or. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assn.
’National Suzuki Assn.
individual Piano Lessons
Starting $20/1e.
Call 408.241-6662 in Santa Clara
tor vaur FIRST FREE lesson-weaver,

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Orvers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Mutti-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2

408-924-3277

UCLICICICIJUUJIJUCLIJULLIIL1JOIUI:Lii:ILIULIULI
ULLICIULICCUULIULJUL1JULILILICULICCILICILIUU
LCIDULILLIUUJLICUJUUJUICICCIJLIJJJDULLI
UUU:ILICILIILLIJIJUULICILIJDUCULILILIJL7LIDJLI
Five Mews
Days
21p code
$13 Gry 91ƒ16
$14
Moro
$115
$115
Send check or money order t.
Spartan Daily Massif iads
San Joie State University
After the nth day, rate increases by $1 per day
SanJcee, CA 95192-0149
First Ins (25 spaces) set In bold for no extra charge.
Up to 5 arklitionial words available in bold for $3 each
Classified desk a located in Dwight Bend Hell, Room 209
MI Deadline taw a.m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All ads we prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
3-alines: $70 10-14 knee: $90
MI Raise for core/wane publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
IN QUESTIONS? CALL (406)9243277
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

FOR

LOSE UP 10 30 IRS IN 30 DAYS
1990 SILVER BLUE GEO STORM 100% Natural, 100% Guaranteed
$4500. Runs great, 5 spd, 104K, Hear vela a Doctor: has to sayt Free
30 MPG. VERY CLEAN in & out. Samples! Ceil 800436-5617, 24 n.
AC, PB, PS, Air Bag. AM/FM Cass.
Venn/Debbie 510-475-7538 Ramat

FOR NATIONAL/ AGENCY RATES (ALL

Nome

924-3282

FAX:

AUTOS FOR SALE

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
Si
$9
$6
4 lines
$10
$O
$6
5 lines
$7
$11
NI
8 lines
$10
$12
$0
$1 for each additional line.

924-3277

Please check
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Rental Housing
Greek Messages* Shand Housing*
Enter
Reel EOM
Amouncernerre
Semcee
Loaf and Found.’
HeeMBeetay
Volunteers*
_ Sporlailhda
For SAW
Insurance
Athos For Sale*
EnIenirrivene
Computers Et
Travel
Wanted*
Tutoring*
Word Processing
E1T6110Yrnent
Opportunities
Scholenhips

Special student rates available for these classifications. $6.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE
RESTORED VICTORIAN
PROFESSORS, STUDENTS Lee only 1 block from campus
& accumulate real equity, not
just rent receipts. Easy financing
available on this 2 story home
with 4 bdrrns, 2 full baths, parlour.
large dining room, remodeled
kitchen, finished basement,
lots of parking. Call Mike Gordon,
Broker 1-510426-8200.

Certain MvertIsements In
these columns may refer en
reader to sprocIlle telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Cleselfled readers should be
reninded that when melding
these brew contacts, they
should require complete
Information beton sending
money for goods a sonless.
In Malkin, readers should
cane" Invesdeste all limn
Meng employment len.
atcoupons for discount
wicellions or meedund Ise.

,. s., ’ ’4 Daily
_ .. . . .2:.-..
- sswo - i)
AcRoss
1
5
9
14

Shed tears
High spirits
Ooze
Adams
grandson
15 Wine-growing
valley
16 Pertaining to
ships
17 Bob Newhart in
"Newhart"
19- Mountains.
Ark
20 Cowboy actor
Lash La21 Work. as yeast
22 Bears comment
23 Arrange
25 Oil or coal
26 Psyche parts
27 More difficult
30 Complain
33 Goes to sea
34 Meditation
method
36 Pullets
37 Ascend
38 Got bigger
39 Frequently
40 Scrawny
41 Banquet feature
42 Sightseer
44 Taproom
45 Rational
46 Dangling
ornaments
50 College
administrators
52 Tug sharply
53 Singer Damone
54 European river
55 Greeting
or farewell
gesture
57 Lazy one
58 Actress Chase
59 Paradise
60 Antiquated
61 "- of the
D’Urbervilles’

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

DEMO OREM OPODO
OMMO 14000 DODOU
MOGIO MMU O OBONO
01111(111M111 IAIZIOIMIAPIP
120111014 121131fil
CJIKIIIIM IAIGHEICII11:11111
ciffimigi mow Down
MMU MUNOMMO 020
MROM WOMM [MOON
CIMIIMIC1011111 II111101111
IMIZI IA IIIIIMBIRI
C11111111111;11412
C1121g31312114
fflowil
mouggi Logizio
DIMMIMM
62 Covered
wagon’s
direction
DOWN
1 Eerie
2 Boredom
3 Cornbread
cakes
4 ’For shame,
5 Banded rock
6 Expire
7 Fencing sword
8 Play it by 9 Noisy sleepers
10 Lapis - blue
stone
11 Tennis pro
Lend
12 Shopping plaza
13 Wapiti
18 Wash away
22 Bad conscience
24 Fastens
25 Swoon
27 Act like a ghost
28 Poet Pound
29 Female

Illali.

alai’

a

111

ill
il
a

a

II
al

mud

a

a

NMIZIM

sandpipers
30 Reporter’s
question
31 Weight
32 Division word
33 Frequenter of
44 -Across
35 Yellowknife’s
tern
37 Utility pipes
38 Heaps
40 Farm structure
41 Some teeth
43 Habitual
practices
44 Himalayan
animals
46 Reservoirs
47 Dodge adroitly
48 Is fond of
49 Aroma
50 Extinct bird
51 House wings
52 Ivy League
schoo
54 Enthusiasm
55 Huge uccess
56 Chop

inallidill

ill
al thil

. :ammi

iii

a

am

a it

itit

a
ill
61

MOOR

ONOMO MMUM DEIBA
ei i ax, unded F BiltUf 8 Syndocais
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a
MI

61
’dila
II
61
aUS
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Diet pills pulled off shelfs, linked to heart damage

Sparta Guide
TODAY
Nutrition consultation
The Student Health Center
is ofTering individual nutrition
consultation in weight loss or
gain, sports nut rit ion. vegetarianism at no charge to stu
dents. For appointments call
924-6122
School of Art and Design
The School of Art zind
Design is holding the follow
ing: student gallery art shows
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, "Tuesday
Nite Lecture Series" from 5 to
6 p.m. and iii art reception
from 6 to 8 p in in the Art
Industrial
and
Building
Studies For more informat
call Brendan at 924-4330.
Recruiting services
The ( ’veer Center is having a recruiting service’s work
shop at :1:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Cost amnia
Room.
"Hangin’ with the Jews"
Ilillel the Jewish Student
Union is having "Hangiri. with
the Jews" from 6 to 7.30 p.m.
in the Student Union Pacheco
Room. For more information,
call Aaron Forkash it 3583636 ext. 60.
Panhellenic rush
Panhellenic is having a
rush -recruitment
sorority
from 3 to 7:30 p 01 in the
Lorna F’rietta Room. For more
information, call the Student
Life Center at 924-5950 or
924-8969.
Mariachi workshop
The &NU Mariaclu work
shop is from 7 to 9:30 p.m ill
the Music building. For more
call 924-4675
in

r,e
Two i
WASHINGTON (AP)
nation’s most popular diet drugs were
pulled off the market Monday after the government uncovered disturbing new evidence that they could seriously damage
patients’ hearts.
The Food and Drug Administration
urged millions of dieters to immediately
stop taking Redux, also known as dexfenfluramine, and Pondimin, also known as
fenfluramine.
Pondimin is one-half of the wildly popular fen-phen diet combination; the other
half, phentermine, appears safe when used
by itself, the FDA said,
But doctors said phentermine, the sole
remaining prescription diet drug, has only
mixed results and they predicted a surge
of patients distraught both at the possibility their hearts were damaged and at losing
their treatments.
"We are anticipating lots of very desperate patients that need help," said Dr. John
Foreyt, an obesity expert at Baylor College
of Medicine,
"Obesity does kill," said Dr. Richard
Atkinson of the American Obesity
Association, who said many Redux and
Pondimin users will regain their weight.
Wyeth-Ayerst
asked
FDA
The
Laboratories, which sells Redux here and
whose parent company makes Pondimin, to
withdraw the drugs because of new evidence that they damage heart valves, and
the firm agreed.
The U.S. decision prompted the French
company, Servier, that sells fenfluramine
and dexTenfluramine abroad to withdraw
the drugs worldwide.
The FDA had been struggling to determine the drugs’ risk since it and the Mayo
Clinic uncovered the first cases in July.
Last week, the FDA analyzed heart tests on
291 dieters and found almost a third
92

Free dinner and discussion
The Jewish Student Union
is having a free dinner and
discussion from 6 to 8 p.m in
the Student Union Pacheco
Room. For more information,
call Roland at 446-0847.
SCTA meeting
The Student California
Teachers Association (SCTAI
is haying an organizational
meeting to elect officers from
noon to 2 p.m. in Sweeney Hall
Room 332. For more information, call Dr. W. Konishi, adviser, at 924-3738.
Lambda Sigma Gamma
Lambda Sigma Gannna, a
sorority, is havin
ing an informational meeting
;it 6:30 p.m in the Student
Union Almaden Room. For
more information, call Israel
Olazcoaga at 278-1838.
Pizza night
Phi Chi Theta, the co-ed
business arid economics fraternity. is haying "Pizza Night"
train 6 to 8 p.m. at the Spartan
Pub. For more information,
call Eddie at 870-4304.
Weight management
The SJSU Health Center is
having sign-ups for a weight
management program from
noon to 1 p.m. in the Health
Building Room 208. For more
infin-mation, call Nancy Black
MS. RD at 924-6118. The cost
is $15 and is not eligible for
credit.

begin studying whether obese people are
naturally more prone to valve disease.
Meanwhile, dieters can return unused
portions of the drugs for a refund.
Dieters should see their doctors for close
heart monitoring, Atkinson said. But not
everyone will need an echocardiogram, a
sophisticated test that shows heart funcJohn Foreyt tion and costs between $500 and $1,000, he
Dr.
obesity expert cautioned.
The FDA said no one knows whether
patients’ valve leakage will heal once they
stop the drugs. But Florida’s Bowen said
people
had damaged heart valves, even three of his severe patients did heal, and
urged dieters not to rush into heart surgery
though they had no symptoms.
The FDA’s first warnings in July caused
That’s much higher than anticipated.
Less than 1 percent of the general popula- diet prescriptions to plunge, and earlier
tion has such damage to their aortic or this month, Florida banned prescriptions of
mitral valves, said Dr. Richard Bowen of the fen-phen combination, and lawsuits
Naples, Fla., who tested 200 of the patients. have been filed over the drugs.
Still, Wyeth-Ayerst says 2 million
Most of the valves leaked blood, a condition that over time can enlarge the heart Americans have taken Redux since it hit
the market in June 1996, and 4 million
and seriously weaken it,
Also, the FDA analyzed 25 patients who have taken Pondimin since 1973, most in
happened to have had their hearts tested recent years. Critics have charged that too
after many people risked taking the drugs just to
before ever taking diet pills and
taking the pills, about a third were newly lose a few pounds, not because they were
truly obese.
diagnosed with valve damage.
Diet and exercise still are the best treatThose patients are in addition to 99
other fenfluramine or Redux users whose ments, said FDA’s Friedman. "These meddoctors have reported to FDA actual symp- ications have never been by themselves
toms of heart damage, such as shortness of ways of simply and permanently having
breath, chest pain or swollen ankles. Three people lose weight," he said.
But the obese now will have few medical
of them died, and 17 underwent heart
options. Some doctors say phenterrnine, the
surgery.
The newest findings show the drugs other half of fen-phen, works very well on
"present an unacceptable risk," said FDA its own while other physicians disagree.
So-called "herbal fen-phen," dietary supCommissioner
Acting
Dr.
Michael
plements that contain the chemical
Friedman.
Wyeth-Ayerst’s Dr. Marc Deitch called ephedrine, are not safe alternatives,
the withdrawal "the most prudent course of Atkinson said and a pending FDA proaction." But he said there is still not defini- posal would ban them.
tive proof that the drugs are to blame, and
said Wyeth-Ayerst will within a few weeks

"We are anticipating lots
of very desperate
patients that need help."

Broccoli sprouts
WASHINGTON (API Good
news for people who hate broccoli: A study shows there is up
to 50 times more anti -cancer
chemical in broccoli sprouts
than in the mature vegetable
and the sprouts don’t taste like
broccoli.
Three -day -old
broccoli
sprouts, which are tender
shoots topped with two baby
leaves, are loaded with a concentrated form of sulforaphane,
a powerful cancer fighter, say

Open house
Chi Pu Sigma, the co-ed Law
Enforcement Fraternity, is
having an open house from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. at 230 S. 10th
St For more information, call
Carmen at 998-84:33.

ilArg, to students, faculty and stafT ’The
Sparta Guide is provided frim
desired publication date Entry
deadline for entries is noon. three
forms are availably in I hi Spartan I Icily ((ffic’,’ tems will not be accepted over
the phone

C:rif$9,9r

DD119]

tastes great, deadly on cancer

researchers at Johns Hopkins
University.
Dr. Paul Talalay, head of a
team at Hopkins that discovered sulforaphane five years
ago, said he was surprised that
the sprouts contained such a
high level of the anti -cancer
compound.
"If these are developed commercially, this could be a really
easy way for people to get the
benefits of chemoprotection
against cancer," said Talalay.

A report on the research was
being published Tuesday in the
Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences.
Earlier studies showed that
sulforaphane, found in broccoli,
cauliflower and some other vegetables, prompts the body to
make an enzyme that prevents
tumors from forming. A 1994
study indicated that cancer
development was reduced by 60
percent to 80 percent in laboratory animals fed sulforaphane

extracted from broccoli.
Talalay said that diet studies
have shown that eating 2
pounds of broccoli a week can
provide enough sulforaphane to
lower colon cancer risk by half.
Talalay said his lab has
found that the sulforaphane
content in broccoli from a grocery store can vary by a factor of
eight or 10 and there is no way
to identify a vegetable loaded
with the compound from one
that is not.
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CD Demos
Resume Critiques

is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
Because In addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students are
eligible for special cash rebates.
*This Is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus
meeker today for complete details.
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